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New Titles for Children and Young People
Adkins, Jan. How a House Happens; written, designed and illus. by Jan Adkins. Walker,
1972. 29p. $4.50.
A fictional framework, slight and contributing little to the book, supports a clear
R and detailed explanation of the work of architects and contractors in building
5-7 houses. The discussion includes planning for a family's needs, excavation, adapta-
tion to site, and each of the steps in building. The illustrations and their captions
also show tools used and the graphic interpretations of the building: plans, eleva-
tions, and sections. The organization and explanations are very good, the only
weakness of the book being the hand-printing, just enough harder to read than type
to be a detriment.
Anderson, Poul. The Day the Sun Stood Still; three original novellas of science fiction; by
Poul Anderson, Gordon R. Dickson, and Robert Silverberg. Nelson, 1972. 240p.
$5.95.
Three well-known writers of science fiction apply their imaginations to a single
Ad theme-what might happen if the sun were to stand still for a whole day. In
7- Anderson's "A Chapter of Revelation" a single man's suggestion for world-wide
prayer is taken up by millions, and the effect brings world chaos. "Thomas the
Proclaimer." by Silverberg, is venerated as a hero at the start and savagely killed by
a mob at the story's end; in Dickson's "Things Which Are Caesar's" the scale is
smaller, showing the effect of the event on a small, tense group of people. Dickson's
tale is less cohesive than the others, which effectively convey the impact of so
startling a natural catastrophe and the implications for believer and atheist of an
answer to a world-wide plea for a sign from God. The combination of stories is
interesting, but none of the three writers has been spurred to his best work.
Aruego, Jose. A Crocodile's Tale; A Philippine Folk Story; by Jose and Ariane Aruego.
Scribner, 1972. 29p. illus. $4.95.
A tale from Phillipine folklore, illustrated with humorous flair, describes the
Ad ingratitude of a crocodile who announces he is going to eat the small boy who has
K-2 just saved his life. The boy appeals to a basket and then to a hat floating by; both
declare they were cast off when old and advise the crocodile to eat the boy. Juan is
luckier on the third try: he asks a monkey and is rescued. The monkey asks only
that Juan not tell his father if he sees bananas being eaten from the family trees.
Juan agrees. No moral is pointed, but the lesson is clear despite the fact that there is
no retribution. Some creatures are grateful, others are not. The tale has a modicum
of suspense and is adequately told, but it is slight and the ending is anticlimactic.
[11
Baker, Betty. The Big Push; illus. by Bonnie Johnson. Coward, 1972. 63p. $4.29.
Based on a true incident in Hopi history, an easy-to-read story is told simply and
Ad printed in large, clear type. Sympathetic and realistic as the brief tale is, it is
2-3 vitiated by a blandness in the writing style. Set in 1905, the story describes the
impact on a Hopi tribe of the white man's forcibly taking children for schooling
and the ensuing conflict about the debasement of the Hopi way. Both the adults
and the children differ about this; the two factions settle their differences by a
pushing contest that is to determine whether or not one group is to leave the
community. It does, and the Hopi town is never the same. The book gives an
adequate picture of the Hopi pattern and a vivid one of the difficulties the children
have in understanding and conforming to the demands of the white school.
Balducci, Carolyn. Is There a Life after Graduation, Henry Birnbaum? Houghton, 1971.
140p. $4.95.
An amusing and perceptive story is convincingly told in first person by a new
R college student. David looks back on graduation and the first term of college, and
8-10 on the adjustment he and his best friend, Henry, have made. Henry is the bright
one, the experimenter, and David is quiet and organized. Henry goes to Oberlin,
David to M.I.T. Their correspondence is lively and entertaining, vigorous, and re-
vealing the changes and adaptation each has made. When they meet at Thanks-
giving, it is clear that the impact of freedom and the stimulus of new experiences
have had their effect: David, shaken by the death of his roommate (killed by a
bomb he has planted) and jolted by having a girl more in love with him than he is
with her, wonders if he really wants to go back to school. Henry, full of zest about
the wonderful world of sex, stimulated by his courses and his classmates, is self-
assured and already planning his doctoral field. The writing is bright and sophis-
ticated, the wry humor a frosting on a rather substantial cake.
Berson, Harold, ad. How the Devil Gets his Due; ad. and illus. by Harold Berson. Crown,
1972. 30p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.70 net.
Adapted from the old French tale in Le Meunier Gascon, this is a version that is
R appropriate for storytelling and reading aloud as well as for individual reading. The
4-5 story of a serving boy who has been tricked by the devil-who has retired to an old,
ramshackle castle-into overwork is typical of the genre in its sense of fair play and
of retribution for wrong. Children may not appreciate this, but they can enjoy the
turning of the tables that results in the eviction of the devil by the clever brother of
the hapless servant. The story has action and humor that are echoed in the pictures,
frolicsome and lively.
Binzen, William. The Walk; written and photographed by William Binzen. Coward, 1972.
40p. $3.96.
Two boys leave the hot, crowded, littered streets of the city, get a ride with the
M uncle of one boy, and arrive at their destination, a boys' camp. A friend had sent a
3-4 postcard to one of the two hikers, saying it was fun, "Come on up." The story ends
abruptly with the camper saying, "Is that really you, Charlie? What do you know
about that!" The minimal value of the book is that it presents urban-rural contrasts
and gives some suggestion that litter, in town or in the country, is created by
people. Otherwise the book seems pointless, a rambling story set against some good
photographs and occasionally seeming contrived to fit the photographs.
[2]
Blue, Rose. A Month of Sundays; illus. by Ted Lewin. Watts, 1972. 60 p. $4.95.
"It had been a week since Jeffrey got back from summer camp but it seemed
R more like a year." If only he had not gone to camp, his parents wouldn't have
3-4 decided on divorce, Jeffrey was convinced. They were moving to New York; his
mother was sure he'd love the city, his father promised to visit every Sunday. It
didn't work out at first: his mother went to work and was so tired she didn't seem
interested in his affairs, the outings with his father seemed contrived, and he missed
his friends back home. But making new friends, getting affection and support from
the mother of one of them, and having a heart-to-heart talk with Dad all help
Jeffrey adjust to his new life and enjoy it. Adequately written, sensible and realistic
in its evaluation of adjustment to change, casually interracial, the story has an
added asset its positive attitude toward change from suburban to urban life.
Borten, Helen. Do You Go Where I Go? Abelard-Schuman, 1972. 38p. illus. Trade ed. $4.95;
Library ed. $4.89 net.
Colorful pictures and a rhyming text bring to a child's attention some of the
Ad interesting objects that can be seen at such places as the park, the aquarium, the
K-2 barbershop, et cetera. There's a nonsense note in some of the verses, "Would a dram
of vanilla/ satisfy a gorilla?/ Would a bushel of figs be enough for three pigs?/
Would five pounds of rice feed a family of mice?" and occasionally a query that is
fanciful-". .. a walrus silly and kind/ who wears a watch he lets me wind .. ." that
may detract from rather than sharpen, environmental concepts. Most of the text
cites realistic objects, and groups them in a way that may lead the audience to think
in terms of clues and even to make up their own sets.
Burton, Hester. The Rebel; illus. by Victor G. Ambrus. T. Y. Crowell, 1972. 154p. $4.50.
The oldest of three orphaned children, Stephen was severely censured by his
R uncle and guardian for his radical views, and told to stay at Oxford rather than to
6-9 air his opinions at home. With a college friend, Stephen went off to France to
breathe the liberated air of the Revolution that was in process, was mistaken for an
aristocrat and imprisoned. Rescued, he agreed to become a French agent, but when
he returned to England he could not bring himself to spy. Ill, he sought refuge at
the home of a former teacher and decided to become a teacher of the poor children
whose plight had so long angered him. The historical details are vivid, the writing
style vigorous, the characterization sound. The minor threads of the plot (the
affairs of Stephen's sister and brother, a thwarted romance, etc.) are not as firmly
meshed as they are in most of Burton's stories, but this is still superior to most
historical fiction written for young people.
Carona, Philip B. Crystals; illus. by Phillip D. Willette. Follett, 1971. 31p. Trade ed. $1.25;
Library ed. $1.68 net.
An introduction to crystallography is given in a continuous text that is accurate
Ad but compressed, the material clearly written but not well organized. The illustra-
3-5 tions are attractive, some helpful and some merely decorative. A list of "words
younger children may need help with" is provided, but it includes neither defini-
tions nor pronunciation. A few suggestions for home experiments are appended.
The book is, because of its rambling structure and lack of an index, not very
substantial, but it is adequate as a first book on crystals.
Clarke, Authur Charles. The Wind from the Sun; Stories of the Space Age. Harcourt, 1972.
193p. $5.95.
[3]
A collection of all of the shorter fiction written by the author in the 1960s.
Ad While Arthur Clarke is one of the best writers of science fiction, no yearly output-
6-9 even of the best in the field-is likely to maintain a standard. A few of the stories
have a static quality; most, however, show both Clarke's profound scientific knowl-
edge and his narrative flair, and some have a wry humor.
Clymer, Eleanor (Lowenton). How I Went Shopping and What I Got; illus. by Trina Schart
Hyman. Holt, 1972. 33p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.59 net.
Low-keyed and convincing, the story told by Debbie Brown about an incident of
R her twelfth year has the appeal of the familiar and the special warmth of a family
3-5 story. Debbie, resenting the fact that she had to stay home to watch her little sister
instead of going shopping with her friends, was easily convinced by Marcy and
Joanne that she ought to take little Judy along. Judy is a mild nuisance at first,
then a real worry when she disappears; it is dark outside by the time a fearful
Debbie gives up and goes home, only to find that someone has brought Judy home.
Her real surprise is that all her family had worried about her. They really cared!
Aware that her "shopping" urge had simply been an aimless day of wandering
about with her friends, Debbie is startled when her father asks what she wanted. "A
trumpet," she blurts out. So that was one thing she got-the other was far more
important: an understanding about familial love.
Coatsworth, Elizabeth Jane. Good Night; pictures by Jose Aruego. Macmillan, 1972. 29p.
$4.95.
A brief prose-poem about bedtime has a quiet, gentle quality but is so slight that
M it hardly establishes a mood before it is over. Animal families go to sleep and are
3-5 seen by an evening star; the star also sees a child climb out of bed, creep downstairs
yrs. to get a kitten, and take it to bed with him. Yawning, he says good night. The
illustrations are engaging, but Aruego is not at his best in the muted colors used
here.
Conklin, Gladys. Elephants of Africa; illus. by Joseph Cellini. Holiday House, 1972. 32p.
$4.95.
Handsome pictures illustrate a text in which the writing is simple and direct yet
R communicates a sense of affectionate appreciation of a species that is diminishing
2-4 and needs protection. In describing the early years of a male elephant, the author
makes clear the tender care that elephant young receive, the patterns of group life,
and the ways in which the elephant feeds and defends itself. The facts are accurate,
the short sentences and use of present tense making the book appropriate for
primary grades readers; the tone is dignified enough, however, that slow older
readers may also find it useful.
Conn, Frances G. Ida Tarbell, Muckraker. Nelson, 1972. 160p. $4.95.
No biography of a woman whose career was as exciting as Ida Tarbell's could fail
Ad to be stimulating, although this is written in a style that is often ponderous,
6-9 lacking the vitality of the Fleming biography reviewed below. Both books cover the
same material and indicate competent research, but this provides no sources. A final
section gives quotations from Tarbell's writings, a testament to the diversity and
ability of a pioneer woman journalist. An index is appended.
Corbett, Scott. The Big Joke Game; illus. by Mircea Vasiliu. Dutton, 1972. 128p. $4.95.
[4]
Lively drawings illustrate a fanciful story with a message: people don't enjoy
Ad someone who clowns all the time. Ozzie Hinkle loves games and jokes but he
4-6 irritates his family, his friends, and his teachers by continual quips, not always at
appropriate times. Told that he is going to be sent to a Military Academy, Ozzie
decides to run away; he falls as he is climbing down a trellis and wakes in a strange
land-Limbo-to be accosted by his guardian devil, who takes him on a long journey
through the tests and hazards of the life-size table game that is Limbo. The story
has plenty of action, but the plot falters due to a repetition of stress situations and
a heavy application of punning humor. Ozzie's companion reveals, when his charge
has learned how to control his tongue, that he is actually a guardian angel, and he
leaves Ozzie to re-enter the real world as a chastened and wiser boy.
Crane, Louise. The Land and People of the Congo. Lippincott, 1971. 137p. $3.95.
"The young republic had only been allowed a few baby steps... before it was
R thrown out of the Belgian crib." Thus, in 1960, when Congo became independent,
6-9 all of the problems of welding into unity the many peoples of the land seemed
insuperable. Prefaced by a history of events that led up to independence, the text
describes the political, ethnic, linguistic, and religious diversity of the Congolese
peoples. The author, who was born in the Congo and lived there for many years,
discusses such aspects of modern life as health and education, the state of the arts,
and industry. The writing is direct and objective, the material well-organized. An
index is appended.
De Rossi, Claude J. Computers; Tools for Today. Childrens Press, 1972. 95p. illus. Trade ed.
$4.75; Library ed. $3.56 net.
An excellent explanation of how computers work, the binary system, program-
R ming, and the flow chart is prefaced by a history of mechanical calculating
4-6 machines. Each aspect is lucidly described, with illustrations placed to best ad-
vantage for integration with the text, and the author is very careful to make both
the limitations and the spectrum of uses of computers clear. An index is appended.
Elgin, Kathleen. The Human Body: The Skeleton; written and illus. by Kathleen Elgin.
Watts, 1971.70p. $3.75.
Large, accurate drawings in black, red, and white are both handsome and infor-
R mative, adequately labelled and extending the material of the text. Some of the
3-6 pages are red, some white; the simple and effective colors and the large print
combine in a dignified format. The text is continuous, direct and clear in pre-
sentation of the morphology and physiology of the skeletal system. A relative index
is appended.
Erdoes, Richard. The Sun Dance People; written and photographed by Richard Erdoes.
Knopf, 1972. 218p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $5.49 net.
A comprehensive and thoughtful survey of the Plains Indians also includes much
R additional material on other American Indians and their cultures, and on the re-
7- lationships between white men and Indians. The treatment is wholly sympathetic to
the red man, the author permitting the drama and tragedy of history to speak
forcefully, only occasionally adding a personal indictment. The material is topically
arranged, with chapters on such subjects as "Life in a Tepee," "The Give-away
Party," and "The Spirit World." The reproductions of old prints are interesting, the
contemporary photographs informative. An index is appended.
[5]
Ets, Marie Hall. Elephant in a Well; written and illus. by Marie Hall Ets. Viking, 1972. 26p.
$3.50.
Black and white illustrations in a batik method that resembles woodcuts are
R repetitive but attractive, illustrating the familiar story of teamwork that succeeds
3-5 when a wee mouse adds the last bit of effort. Young Elephant has fallen into a well
yrs. with a clothesline wound around her trunk; Horse pulls to no avail, Cow adds her
strength, et cetera, until Mouse-by then seventh in line-joins the haulers. "AND
Mouse did pull Young Elephant out of the well. And she never fell in again," the
simple story ends. An unembellished variant, this has the appeal of cumulation
added to the attraction of its subject.
Evans, Doris Portwood. Mr. Charley's Chopsticks; illus. by Richard Cuffari. Coward, 1972.
63p. $4.29.
Wu Lin, youngest of the family, suspected that his dog Ping had absconded with
the chopstick that was one of a pair especially carved for the guest who was coming
Ad to dinner. Everybody in the family found innumerable uses for chopsticks: a book-
2-4 mark, a paint mixer, a wing brace for a model airplane, an eggbeater, a "fetch" stick
for a dog. Wu Lin had seen Ping's paw marks on the tablecloth and made a last-
minute rescue. The story line is slight, but the book gives a pleasant picture of a
Chinese-American family, a value in itself. The writing style is adequate, the tone
mildly humorous and light; the illustrations are uncluttered and lively.
Fassler, Joan. Don 't Worry, Dear; illus. by Stuart Kranz. Behavioral Publications, 1971. 26p.
$3.95.
One of a series of books written to help young children cope with behavioral
Ad problems, this should encourage the child who has trouble with stuttering, thumb-
3-5 sucking, and bedwetting-but it has just a trace of the sanctimonious in its tone.
yrs. Jenny wets her bed, mother says reassuringly, "Don't worry, dear. When you grow
bigger, you will stay dry all the time." For the other problems, same response; sure
enough, Jenny grows bigger and one by one her problems are solved by time. One
thing she keeps-her fondness for making believe her stuffed dog is real-and under-
standing mother goes right along with this. The book is marred by awkward illustra-
tions (especially those of Jenny) and by the poor color registration: in a com-
mendable effort to show variation in black faces, some are a cold grey.
Feelings, Tom. Black Pilgrimage; written and illus. by Tom Feelings. Lothrop, 1972. 72p.
Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.11 net.
An eminent illustrator of children's books describes his life experiences as an
R interpreter of black people here and in Africa, discusses the biased treatment he
5- received as a black artist, and explains the reasons for his decision to move his
family to Africa. His statement is honest, often bitter, and always sensitive, partic-
ularly interesting for the insight his own work gave Tom Feelings into the attitudes
of black Americans after he had been in Africa and returned. The illustrations,
some in color and some in black and white, are stunning.
Fenderson, Lewis H. Daniel Hale Williams; Open-Heart Doctor; illus. by Don Miller.
McGraw-Hill, 1972. 128p. $4.33.
Although "Doctor Dan" became famous for a successful suture of the
R pericardium in 1893, he was a contributor to medical history in many ways, none
5-8 more important than his establishment of the first hospital in Chicago to be staffed
[6]
and administered by black doctors, open to black patients, and training black
nurses. His story is written with a good balance of personal and professional
material, stressing the latter, the tone admiring rather than effusive, although there
are occasional phrases of flowery journalese. An index is appended.
Fleming, Alice. Ida Tarbell; First of the Muckrakers; illus. with photographs. T. Y. Crowell,
1971. 170p. $4.50.
Ida Tarbell spent her childhood in the oil region of Pennsylvania, and so had a
R long-standing interest that spurred her investigation of the monopolistic tactics of
6-9 the Standard Oil Company. She was already an established journalist when her
expose made her famous as the first of the muckrakers. Most of the book is devoted
to a detailed account of her work on The History of the Standard Oil Company,
but the treatment of the rest of her life is balanced, the text written in a lively style
(more colorful than is the Conn biography, reviewed above, which includes most of
the same incidents as well as major events) and in an informal tone. A bibliography
and an index are appended.
Freedman, Florence B. Two Tickets to Freedom; The True Story of Ellen and William Craft,
Fugitive Slaves; illus. by Ezra Jack Keats. Simon and Schuster, 1971. 96p. $4.50.
Based on contemporary documents and on William Craft's Running a Thousand
Ad Miles for Freedom, published in 1861, this is the exciting true story of how Craft
4-6 and his wife escaped slavery in 1848. Ellen Craft, a light-skinned woman, dressed as
a man and her husband posed as her servant. Ellen's pretense at illness made it
possible for young "Mr. Johnson" to stay in seclusion and be cared for by his
"boy." Once the two were separated and both were terrified lest their disguises be
penetrated, but they were able to get from Georgia to Philadelphia before they
assumed their own identities. Friends helped the Crafts escape to England, where
they lived prosperously until after the Civil War, when they came back to Georgia
to open a school. The writing style is rather heavy, but the events are dramatic, the
historical details authoritative, and the true story fraught with suspense.
Friedman, Aileen. The Castles of the Two Brothers; pictures by Steven Kellogg. Holt, 1972.
36p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.27 net.
Lively and colorful illustrations give some vitality to a story that lacks sub-
M stances or focus. As a loving older brother, Hubert had always taken care of little
K-2 Klaus since their parents' death; in fact, as he grew up, Klaus felt too coddled. He
took his half of their fortune and built his own castle close by, but it never seemed
to keep Hubert from seeing what was going on. Finally the walls, which Klaus had
built higher and higher, tumbled. Klaus departed, leaving his castle in ruins. And
that is why a traveller may still see a ruined castle next to one that is sturdily
standing. End of a story not badly told but rather pointless.
Gardam, Jane. A Long Way from Verona. Macmillan, 1972. 190p. $4.95.
Set in England during World War II, a story told by thirteen-year-old Jessica Vye
R is lively, funny, and wholly engrossing. The dialogue and narration are deft, the
6-8 characterization vivid and perceptive. Smitten by an elderly author, Jessica is
thrilled when he responds-after reading something she has written-JESSICA VYE
YOU ARE A WRITER BEYOND ALL POSSIBLE DOUBT! There are hilarious
school episodes, a bittersweet visit to a wealthy household where Jessica feels she is
being patronized, the excitement of love's first pangs, some experiences of wartime
danger. The story line is almost nonexistent, but the book has a high sense of story.
[7]
Godden, Rumer, The Old Woman Who Lived in a Vinegar Bottle; illus. by Mairi Hedderwick.
Viking, 1972.44p. $4.95.
Softly colored illustrations with intricate details are set off by ample white
R space, echoing the gentle quality of a folktale retold in a style that has an elegant
K-3 simplicity. The vinegar bottle is actually an old oast house built in the shape of the
stone bottles once used to hold vinegar, and the old woman lives there with her cat,
poor but cheerful. One day she finds a sixpence, buys a wee fish, and-seeing it
gasp-tosses it back in the sea. The fish tells her he is a prince and will grant
anything she desires. First it is just a hot meal, but then she asks for one thing after
another: a house, a maid, a car-until the fish is irritated and she herself unhappy
with the demands made by possessions. The fish sends the old woman back to her
vinegar bottle; in some versions of the story, this is the moralistic ending, but here
the old woman reverts to her old plump, pleasant self and apologizes to her bene-
factor, announcing that she prefers her vinegar bottle and the simple life.
Hamilton, Virginia. W. E. B. DuBois; A Biography; illus. with photographs. T. Y. Crowell,
1972. 218p. $4.50.
Carefully researched and documented, sympathetic toward the subject yet
R candid about his failings, this is a sober record of the long career of William Du
7-10 Bois. The biography concentrates on his adult life, giving a detailed account of the
teacher, writer, and political activist and very little about his personal life. This
lacks the warmth that characterizes Virginia Hamilton's fiction, but it makes a
particular contribution in placing the events of Du Bois' life not just in the stream
of black history but against the background of what was happening in the United
States and how it inevitably affected what was happening to William Du Bois. A
section of chapter notes, a selective bibliography of writings by and about the
biographee, and an extensive relative index are appended.
Harris, Marilyn. The Runaway's Diary. Four Winds, 1971. 222p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library
ed. $5.12 net.
The author's preface explains that the diary was one she found after an accident
R victim had been taken to the hospital; a final note explains that Catherine Toven
7-10 died of injuries sustained in the accident, and that parental permission has been
given for publication. Cat, who is sixteen and unhappy about the rift between her
parents and whose hostility toward her mother is evidenced by the fact that the
latter is referred to as "she" in the book, runs away. The incidents of her journey
and the people she meets give vitality and flavor to her story, but the meat of the
book is in the revealing of her character and her philosophy. Cat is gentle, intro-
spective, idealistic, and sensitive, a human being with a great and unfulfilled poten-
tial for love.
Hess, Lilo. Mouse and Company; written and illus. by Lilo Hess. Scribner, 1972. 47p. $4.95.
Clear photographs of a female Deer Mouse and of some related varieties add to
R the usefulness of a simply written and informative text. The author uses neither
3-5 fictionalization or sentiment, but describes the establishment of a territory, build-
ing a nest, mating and giving birth, and caring for the litter until the baby mice are
old enough to be left for another cycle of building a nest and having another litter.
Other varieties of mice are discussed, and the book concludes with a description of
mice as experimental animals and with advice on caring for pet mice. A listing of
the mice and the rodent relatives mentioned in the text is appended.
(8]
Hieatt, Constance, ad. The Sword and the Grail; illus. by David Palladini. T. Y. Crowell,
1972. 82p. $4.50.
Written with direct simplicity, the story of the raw youth who became a great
R part of the Arthurian legend is based on very early versions in which the Grail was a
5-7 magic, rather than a religious, object. Raised in bucolic seclusion by his unhappy
mother, a youth sees some knights and thinks them so beautiful he decides to
become a knight; he rides to Arthur's court and announces this decision. An
engaging character who is brash and literal, the youth who becomes the Red Knight
is shaped and polished by his experiences and led by his destiny to save the King of
the Grail after he learns that he himself is Percival, son of King Pellinore, who had
grievously wounded the King of the Grail, or the "Fisher King." The anecdotes are
filled with action and magic, romantic in essence but told in forth-right fashion;
The Sword and the Grail is an excellent choice for reading aloud or as a source for
storytelling.
Hildick, E. W. The Doughnut Dropout; illus. by Kiyo Komoda. Doubleday, 1972. 222p.
$4.50.
The flippancy and exaggeration of a situation comedy is the sort of humor that
Ad appeals to middle grades readers, but here it seems less successful than it was in the
4-6 author's Top Boy at Twisters Creek. Some of the humor lies in the situation itself:
a family noted for its prowess in eating contests grooms twelve-year-old Adam,
trains him, tests encourages him to the doughnut championship of the United
States. He loses interest and appetite, is challenged by a Russian champion, and
discovers that he and young Igor are both jaded. They arrange between them an
outcome satisfactory to both, if disappointing to their managers. The writing is
lively, but the exaggerated general interest and acclaim for eating contests wears
thin.
Hoff, Syd. Ida the Bareback Rider; written and illus. by Syd Hoff. Putnam, 1972. 31p. (See
and Read Books). $3.69.
Hoff's cartoon-style illustrations are lively, the circus setting is appealing, and
Ad the book provides reading practice as well as fun for primary grades readers; it is
2-3 weak in plot, however, since the story line is slight and the ending rather pointedly
didactic. Ida, the bareback rider, is jealous of the applause received by other per-
formers even though her own act is successful. She works at improving her act, and
gets more applause-but so do the others. She is "mad." Then the animal car
catches fire while the circus is travelling, everybody helps save the beasts, including
Ida's horse. She is so grateful that after that she is glad to hear the applause for the
other acts.
Hosford, Jessie. You Bet Your Boots I Can. Nelson, 1972. 269p. $5.95.
A turn of the century story, set in Nebraska, is told by its protagonist, Julia
Ad Ward Howe Hoffman, who has come from a ranch to attend high school, boarding
6-9 with the wealthy Von Wolfs who are her father's customers. Judy's crush on the
son of the family ripens into true love; after she has gone back to the ranch Jerry
Von Wolf proposes. Most of the book consists of family affairs, and the story has,
despite stock characters and pedestrian writing style, a genuine warmth in the
family relationships; its other asset is the felicity of period details.
Hunter, Mollie. The Haunted Mountain; illus. by Laszlo Kubinyi. Harper, 1972. 126p. Trade
ed. $3.95; Library ed. $4.11 net.
[9]
A consumate storyteller, Mollie Hunter has used the stuff of Scottish legendry in
R an exciting tale of man's conquest of supernatural creatures. Deft in structure and
5-7 taut with suspense, The Haunted Mountain is the story of brave MacAllister's
defiance of the magical creatures of the mountain, of his long years of captivity,
and of his rescue by a doughty son and an old dog. The dog, indeed, gives its life to
save MacAllister in his final confrontation with the blind ghost, the huge grey stone
man who haunts the mountain and guards its treasure.
Janson, Horst Woldemar. History of Art for Young People; with Samuel Cauman. Abrams,
1972. 413p. illus. $15.
A revision of the college text, History ofArt, "for the general reader and readers
R of high-school age," according to the jacket copy, this uses some of the material-in
7- revised form-of Janson's The Story of Painting for Young People. This volume
does not go into as great detail in discussing individual painters; it includes sculp-
ture and architecture, and it provides more informational captions for many of the
pictures. Solid and authoritative, it gives a comprehensive picture of artists and
styles in art from the time of the cavemen to today's pop art. Maps, a glossary of
terms, synoptic tables, a list of books for further reading, and an extensive index
are appended.
Kaufman, Mervyn D. Fiorello LaGuardia; illus. by Gene Szafran. T. Y. Crowell, 1972. 33p.
$3.75.
Although sedately written, this biography of La Guardia does give a warm,
R sympathetic picture of the lively and beloved former mayor of New York City. A
2-4 fighter for the oppressed, a man of honesty and courage, La Guardia is a fascinating
person, and his story is interesting also because of the picture it gives of the
political scene in New York. The book gives balanced treatment to his personal life
and his career, emphasizing his years in office but giving adequate attention to his
childhood and youth.
Keats, Ezra Jack. Pet Show! written and illus. by Ezra Jack Keats. Macmillan, 1972. 33p.
$4.95.
The characters, the setting, the bright and attractive pictures of neighborhood
Ad children will all be familiar to Keats fans and attractive to a new audience. The plot
K-2 is amiable but slight: Archie cannot find his cat when it is time for judging in the
pet show; he shows up with a germ named "Al," sees an elderly woman awarded a
prize for his cat, and cheerfully lets her keep the ribbon. A sympathetic note is that
every pet wins a prize-". . . friendliest fishes, the yellowest canary, the busiest
ants ... " and so on.
Kellogg, Steven. The Orchard Cat; written and illus. by Steven Kellogg. Dial, 1972. 38p.
Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.58 net.
Squares of illustrations, in cartoon strip style, are partnered by nonsense verses
4-6 about a cat who learned one of life's lessons. Adjured by his mother on her
yrs. deathbed to look out for himself and get to the top, a cat starts out by antagonizing
all the other animals. He then stuffs himself on birthday cake, is evicted by the
mother of the household he's invaded, and taken pity on by one child. From the
boy he learns what fun it is to play and be pleasant, so Cat goes back to the animals
and, after a brief recriminatory scene, holds a party that becomes a love feast. The
lesson in behavior comes on strong, but the amusing details of the illustrations and
the lively action of the story are appealing.
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Klein, Mina C. KIthe Kollwitz; Life in Art; by Mina C. Klein and H. Arthur Klein. Holt,
1972. 182p. illus. $11.95.
Lavishly illustrated, a biography that shows the power and diversity of the artist,
R with reproductions of sculpture, lithographs, woodcuts, posters, pen and ink draw-
8- ings, charcoal... many on such universal themes as death or motherhood, most on
the somber aspects of social injustice and war. Born in 1867, the young Kathe was
brought up in a family strongly conscious of religious persecution and communal
idealism; her devotion to her career was steady despite the additional hardship of
gaining recognition because of her sex. (At that time, art dealers requested women
artists to use only their initials, lest the picture be recognized as a woman's work.)
The first woman to become a member of the Prussian Academy of the Arts,
Kollwitz resigned in protest against the Hitler regime, and she was subsequently
forbidden to exhibit her work. Visually stunning, her biography is written with a
grave candor; while the events of her personal life are included, the emphasis is on
her philosophy and the strong, dramatic art in which that philosophy is so elo-
quently articulate. A selected bibliography and an index are appended.
McGovern, Ann. If You Lived with the Circus; illus. by Ati Forberg. Four Winds, 1972. 64p.
$4.12.
The question-and-answer format is often the kiss of death for an informational
R book, but here the questions are those a child might ask and are coached in
2-4 informal, conversational style. The answers to such questions as "How do you put
on clown makeup?," "Could you play with the wild animals?" or "How old do you
have to be to perform in the circus?" are generous, giving in toto a broad picture of
day-to-day life for circus performers and their children, and including information
about training, safety, makeup, et cetera.
Maciel, Judith. Martin's Important Day; illus. by Michael Hampshire. Harvey House, 1972.
37p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.79 net.
A story of colonial times. Papa worked outdoors and Mama in the log cabin, and
NR both Peter and Esther helped with the chores. "Martin lived a simple, quiet life and
3-4 nothing much ever happened to him ... Poor Martin-he had never seen a battle or
done anything exciting... Martin was beginning to feel sorry for himself. .. "
when one snowy evening a tall stranger came to the door, a man who turned out to
be General Washington. This was Martin's great moment, because Martin was-brace
yourself-a wooden cup. "Martin could not believe it, either. He, a plain wooden
mug, had actually been held by the great General..." Some very nice illustrations
are wasted on this story, which may be one of the most trivial instances on record
of personification of an inanimate object.
May, Julian. Plankton; Drifting Life of the Waters; illus. by Jean Zallinger. Holiday House,
1972. 32p. $4.95.
Precisely detailed pictures in soft blue, yellow, and green illustrate a continuous
Ad text that describes the different kinds of plant and animal plankton, discusses the
34 food chain and the disruptive effects of pollution, and the bacteria, fungi, and
flagellates of the plankton world. There is neither index nor table of contents, and
the book's usefulness is diminished somewhat by the fact that these are absent, yet
it serves adequately as an introduction to the topic, although it provides only a
modicum of information about species and less about structure.
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Moore, Lilian. Little Raccoon and No Trouble at All; illus. by Gioia Fiammenghi. McGraw-
Hill, 1972.48p. $4.95.
Bouncy drawings echo the humor of an engaging animal story. The two little
R chipmunks would be no trouble at all, their mother said, as she prepared to go off
2-3 with Little Raccoon's mother on an excursion to the outside world. The two little
chipmunks are ready to fall in with any suggestion, but Little Raccoon cannot keep
up with their vigorous play. Finally he has an idea: he assures them that crayfish are
the most delicious food there is, escorts them to the water's edge and gets them a
lift on a beaver. Marooned on the beaver's mound, the chipmunks sit, bored and
frustrated, while Little Raccoon gorges on crayfish. When it's time to go home, the
charges are meek and obedient; when their mother returns, Little Raccoon assures
her that the chipmunks were no trouble at all. The animals and the situation are
appealing; the raccoon solves his problem without damaging the chipmunks, and
there is a tacit understanding that out-ployed children can understand very well
indeed.
Moskin, Marietta D. Toto; illus. by Rocco Negri. Coward, 1972. 48p. Trade ed. $4.95;
Library ed. $4.39 net.
Toto is a baby elephant whose herd lives on an African game preserve, Suku a
Ad small and timid boy whose family lives near the preserve. Teased by the other boys
34 because he is afraid to cross the open grasslands, Suku feels ashamed. When he
rescues Toto, who has wandered off the preserve and had a foot caught in a trap,
Suku realizes that he must take the baby elephant back to the preserve; crossing the
grasslands, he sees a lion. Both the elephant herd and a game warden's car appear in
time to protect the boy and Toto. The woodcut illustrations are strong and effec-
tive, the story weakened by the ascription of thoughts to the elephant and by a
tepid writing style-yet it has several appealing elements in addition to the boy-and
-animal theme: conservation, Suku's heroism, and the exposure to danger that ends
safely and realistically.
Nelson, Mary Carroll. Maria Martinez. Dillon, 1972. 77p. illus. $3.95.
Despite weaknesses in the writing style, this biography in the series "The Story
Ad of an American Indian" is intriguing both because it describes the work of a famous
7-9 potter and because it gives many details of Pueblo life. Since the Pueblo way is
sharing, Maria Martinez has helped her neighbors with their potter-making and
contributed to the prosperity of the New Mexican community where she was born
in 1885. In the course of this, many of the traditional sex roles and patterns have
been changed. This material and the detailed descriptions of pottery-making are
particularly interesting, and they are emphasized rather than the biographee's per-
sonal life. The information in the book is based on Alice Marriott's Maria: the
Potter of San Ildefonso, but is unfortunately marred by careless writing. In the few
photographs that are included, the beauty of Maria Martinez' work is as striking as
the dignified beauty of her face.
North, Joan. The Light Maze. Farrar, 1971. 186p. $4.50.
Kit Elton, recovering from illness and an unhappy love affair, comes to stay with
R her godmother, Sally, and Sally's daughter Harriet in a rambling old country house
6-9 from which, two years before, Sally's husband Tom had mysteriously disappeared.
Among his papers Kit finds references to the Lightstone and the Light Maze;
holding a milky, circular ornament in her hand, she dreams she is in a corridor of
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light. This is the beginning of an effort, by Kit and others, to penetrate the mystery
of the Lightstone, an adventure in which they leave the world and enter the Maze.
Woven through and into the fantasy is a sharply realistic and witty portrayal of
village life that gives balance and validity to a story conceived with fresh, imagi-
native skill and written with grace.
Oliver, Jane. Pierre the Muskrat; written and illus. by Jane Oliver. Walck, 1972. 31p. $4.50.
Like Pat Hutchins' Rosie's Walk, this is the story of an animal that walks along
R unaware that a predator is trailing it and unwitttingly causing its pursuer trouble.
4-6 Here Pierre the muskrat walks through the forest with his nose buried in a book,
yrs. while the alligator who follows him keeps bumping into things, falling down,
getting tangled in a prickly bush, and so on. The story ends with the alligator
caught in the paddle-wheel of a ferry and Pierre, still reading, arriving at school,
oblivious, and "late as usual." The illustrations aren't as deft as those of Rosie's
Walk, but they're funnier, and the contrast between ridiculous mishaps and inno-
cent perpetrator is amusing.
Parish, Peggy. Play Ball, Amelia Bedelia; illus. by Wallace Tripp. Harper, 1972. 64p. (I Can
Read Books). Trade ed. $2.50; Library ed. $2.92 net.
Baseball terminology affords the literal mind of Amelia Bedelia a superb oppor-
R tunity for misunderstanding: she tags as driected by pinning a tag on a runner,
1-3 evicts another boy when she is told to put him out, and steals second base although
she doesn't think it is nice to steal things. Like other books about the amiable maid
with the apparently irremovable daisy hat, this is broad comedy of the sort that
appeals to younger children, and the setting will undoubtedly add to the enjoyment
of beginning independent readers. Brief and humorous, the book is also a good
choice for reading aloud to preschool and kindergarten children.
Parker, Dorothy D. Liam's Catch; illus. by Robert Andrew Parker. Viking, 1972. 32p. $5.95.
Handsome paintings in soft colors echo the placidity and contentment of a
Ad modest story of a small boy's believable achievement. Anxious to participate in the
K-3 family's livelihood-netting salmon in an Irish river-Liam reminds his grandfather
that he is ten years old, the age at which his cousin John was permitted to help. He
is delighted at being given the post on a lookout tower, excited when the salmon
run that he spots produces a good haul, and satisfied when he hears his grandfather
say, "Liam took the tower today. We netted eleven." The story closes with a
neighbor's response, "Splendid, splendid. It's well to have an efficient man on the
tower." The static quality may not appeal to all children, but for some the quiet
mood and understatement will prove attractive.
Parnall, Peter. The Mountain; written and illus. by Peter Parnall. Doubleday, 1971. 26p.
$3.95.
An unusually good book on preserving ecological balance, lucid enough in its
R message to be understood by preschool children, sophisticated enough in its treat-
K-3 ment to be appreciated by the reader in primary grades. The illustrations are spare
in composition and beautifully detailed. The first pages show a mountain scene,
profuse with flowers, inhabited peacefully by animals. A few people come who
want to keep the mountain area just as it is. Then Congress declares the mountain a
National Park, a road is built, more people come: tables, fountains, cars, lightpoles,
and litter everywhere. And at the end, one lonely flower struggling up amidst a
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rubbish heap. The drawings have just a few touches of sly humor, the case is not
overstated and therefore all the more effective.
Pearce, Philippa. The Squirrel Wife; illus. by Derek Collard. T. Y. Crowell, 1972. 61p. Trade
ed. $4.50; Library ed. $5.25 net.
An original fairytale is printed in brown on pale beige, the pages framed by a
R delicate border design, the color illustrations dark and almost somber. The story
3-5 incorporates many traditional elements of the genre: the cruel older brother and
the kind younger brother who is the hero, the magical people who give the hero an
object that can save him, the wife who is at one time human and at another assumes
a beast-form, and the triumph of good over evil. Young Jack hears a call for help to
which his brother's ears are shut, and goes into the forest to rescue one of the dread
little green people. In gratitude he is given a ring that must be placed on a squirrel's
paw; the squirrel grows up to become Jack's wife, sacrifices her human form to
redeem him from the prison into which his jealous brother has had him cast, and
becomes completely human when Jack, given a choice by the green people, chooses
a human and beloved wife rather than a magic squirrel. The writing style is quiet
and simple, with a smooth narrative flow.
Peyton, K. M. The Beethoven Medal; illus. by the author. T. Y. Crowell, 1972. 185p. $4.50.
A sequel to Pennington's Last Term (reviewed in the September, 1971 issue) is
R as impressive as the first book. Here Patrick Pennington's story is told from the
7-10 viewpoint of a girl who is in love with him. Ruth knows Pat only as the silent,
strong boy who delivers bread; she is thrilled when he invites her out and irritated
by her mother's disapproval. Pat is still a crusty and ambivalent character, devoted
to his music and contemptuous of conformity. Ruth loves him no less when she
learns he has been in jail for assault and she does not waver when he is again
committed, having lost his temper and hit a policeman. Even her parents are im-
pressed by Pat's musicianship when they hear him in concert, and they realize that
they must accept him as he is. No less powerfully drawn here, Patrick Pennington is
a striking and believable character, emerging in high relief from a story in which the
other characters are solidly pictured and the plot is built with craftsmanship.
Reavin, Sam. Hurray for Captain Jane! illus. by Emily Arnold McCully. Parents' Magazine,
1971. 30p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.78 net.
Coming back from a birthday party with three prizes, Jane refuses to share her
R black jelly beans or her sailor hat with her little brother and happily goes off to
K-2 bathe with the soap he has disdained. Splashing about in the tub, Jane imagines a
dream-of-glory in which she is the captain of a huge liner, always calm and in
command, cheered and admired, intrepid ... and, with a gurgling sound, the ocean
disappears. The tub is empty, the sailor hat has changed shape. "Oh, maybe next
time I'll be the captain of a jet plane," Jane says. Light, lively, and engagingly
illustrated, the story is pleasant both for the imaginative qualities it displays and for
the adventurous role Jane chooses.
Richards, Jane. A Horse Grows Up; photographs by Bert Hardy. Walker, 1972. 39p. $4.50.
Black and white photographs, clear but repetitive, illustrate a very simply
Ad written description of the first days of a newborn foal. The title is somewhat
K-2 misleading, since the foal does not really "grow up" in the course of the text. He is
shown on his first day, frisking about, nursing, being gently nudged and protected
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by his mother, and finding his way back to her after he has run off into the woods,
frightened by a dog's sharp bark. The static text gives a modicum of information
and has some action but the chief appeal of the book is undoubtedly in the pictures
of the foal.
Rockwell, Anne. Tuhurahura and the Whale; written and illus. by Anne Rockwell. Parents'
Magazine, 1971. 36p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.78 net.
Based on Maori legends, the story of a boy rescued by a sperm whale is illus-
R trated with spacious and effectively composed pictures enlivened by the intricate
K-3 details of carving or clothing in the Polynesian style. Tuhurahura did not know that
the tree he had cut down to use for making a canoe was a tree of special signifi-
cance to a wicked sorcerer. The sorcerer changed himself into a boy, came along
with Tuhurahura in the canoe, and paddled off when Tuhurahura was in the water.
At the point of exhaustion, Tuhurahura found that a whale was below him. On the
long ride home, they saw the sorcerer trapped in the whirlpool that lies at the end
of the world. Ever after, the whale would come when his friend called, and they
would play together; ever after and eternally, the sorcerer whirled dizzily in a circle
at the end of the world. The writing style is subdued, but the events are exciting
and the outcome satisfying; the story has pace enough to read aloud well and can
be used for storytelling.
Rodger, Mary. Freaky Friday. Harper, 1972. 145p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.79 net.
Annabel begins her very funny story, "You are not going to believe me, nobody
R in their right minds could possibly believe me, but it's true, really it is! When I
4-6 woke up this morning, I found I'd turned into my mother. " Annabel had said, the
night before, that her mother's life seemed a picnic compared to her own strictly
supervised regime. Now she found out-not only how hectic her mother's life was,
but how it felt to cope with Annabel, because there was another Annabel. Was it
her mother? Was the whole thing her mother's doing? There's nothing didactic here;
the story bubbles along in fine style as Annabel sees herself as others see her (a
more complimentary set of attitudes than she might have anticipated) and adjusts
to the rigors of her mother's problems and the inevitable complications of changed
roles, A fresh, imaginative, and entertaining story.
Ruskin, Ariane, ad. Prehistoric Art and Ancient Art of the Near East. McGraw-Hill, 1971.
192p. illus. $9.95.
Another impressive volume in a series distinguished for its beauty and for the
R high standard of writing, this book describes prehistoric art in Africa and Europe
7- and the art of Egypt and Mesopotamia in ancient times. The reproductions of cave
paintings, carvings, jewelry, architecture, and painting are excellent, with good
placement and textual references. The writing is lucid and informed, giving the sort
of information about cultural details that enriches the reader's understanding of the
art forms that emerged from those cultures. A relative index is appended.
Ryden, Hope. The Wild Colt; The Life of a Young Mustang; written and photographed by
Hope Ryden. Coward, 1972. 56p. $4.95.
Photographs taken of a band of wild horses in Wyoming are interesting albeit
Ad repetitive, and are nicely integrated with the text. The latter is simply written, only
3-5 occasionally seeming contrived to fit the pictures; it describes the organization of a
mustang band, the role of the stallion, the games of the young horses, and the
protective care given by the mares.
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Sankey, Alice. Judo Yell; illus. by Fred Irvin. Whitman, 1972. 128p. Trade ed. $3.25;
Library ed. $2.44 net.
Bill was the biggest boy in the junior high woodworking class and Jim the
Ad smallest-and very irritated because Bill kept drumming on his head with dowels.
4-6 He decided to pretend he knew judo, since his older brother was an expert, and the
next time Bill tapped on his head, Jim let out the judo yell. Called into the
principal's office, Jim and Bill were told that as reparation for disturbing the class,
they would have to put on a judo exhibition for the Booster Club. Jim, who had
been pretending he knew judo, confessed; both boys took a crash course, and the
performance went smoothly between the two, who had by now become friends.
The story is just sturdily enough written to be an adequate vehicle for a series of
explanations of terms and descriptions of judo.
Seuss, Dr. The Lorax. Random House, 1971. 61p. illus. $3.50.
The redoubtable Dr. Seuss at his best. The Lorax is a little brown creature who
R has acted, in vain, as the voice of sanity in a sad story of ecological blight and
K-3 pollution. The story is told by the Once-ler, who had long ago come to a grove of
beautiful Truffula trees, found their silky tufts ideal for making an all-purpose
garment, and chopped them all down. As his business increased, so did air pollu-
tion; the animals that lived on Truffula fruit disappeared, the happy Humming-Fish
died in the pond polluted by waste products. At the end, the Once-ler who had not
listened to the wise Lorax sees only one ray of hope. He has one Truffula seed-and
the future is in the hands of those who will plant it, cherish it, and restore the grove
and conserve it. The message is too blithe, in Seuss style, to be burdensome; the
rhyming text is cohesive, and the nonsense words are appealing.
Shay, Arthur. What It's Like to be a Teacher. Reilly and Lee, 1971. 32p. illus. $4.50.
Clear photographs and large print are used in an oversize book that describes the
Ad teaching activities of a real teacher in a Chicago school kindergarten. Although the
K-3 book contains some material about the teacher's training and her leisure-time activi-
ties, most of the text is devoted to classroom pursuits, relationships with parents,
and administrative duties. Most children will find much of the material familiar, but
for those who do not, the book gives a good overview of kindergarten patterns as
well as of the teacher's role.
Shura, Mary Francis. The Shop on Threnody Street. Grosset, 1972. 160p. $5.95.
Liza, Jane, and Dodie had, as children, been fascinated by the story told them
NR by Sophia, proprietress of a doll shop, about the disappearance of her wards, Katya
5-7 and Nikolas Lvov, and by the dolls she had made in their images. Now Liza has
been invited by Jane to come back to Chicago for a visit: the long-lost Katya has
turned up. Liza finds that Sophia, now elderly, is ill and being guarded by Katya's
unpleasant husband; Katya is mysteriously absent. Jane is worried because she has
been followed, Liza because she feels threatened. The mystery is solved when a gift
to Liza proves the vehicle for a hidden fortune; the mysterious Katya proves to be
their old friend Dodie, turned criminal, who is killed. Nikolas and Liza fall in love.
The plot is tortuous and slow-paced, the characters superfically drawn, and the
writing style pedestrian.
Silverstein, Alvin. The Skeletal System; Frameworks for Life; by Alvin Silverstein and
Virginia B. Silverstein; illus. by Lee J. Ames. Prentice-Hall, 1972. 74p. $4.75.
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Although this resembles Elgin's The Skeleton, reviewed above, in its accuracy
R and clarity, the writing here is fuller, digressing to ancillary (but pertinent) material.
4-6 Both books use phonetic spelling for difficult words. The illustrations here are
neither as attractive nor quite as clear as Elgin's. The Silversteins give an added
dimension by discussing skeletal systems other than that of the human body, so
that the text provides some information about comparative structures, and while
not all of the digressions are informative, many give depth and add color to the
text. An index is appended.
Skorpen, Liesel Moak. Plenty for Three; illus. by Margot Tomes. Coward, 1971. 41p. Trade
ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.39 net.
A rhyming text alternately describes the inactivity of a shy and fearful child who
Ad is alone, and the boisterous fun of two children playing together. The lonely child
4-6 sits on her swing wondering what to do, the others construct an airplane with
yrs. packing crates and glue; "She tries to turn some somersaults. She doesn't know how
to land. They put on a circus with elephants and a band." At the end, the child who
has at first refused to join the others, accepts their invitation and they become a
threesome. The pictures are robust and gay, and the text is certainly an invitation
to be friendly; the weakness of the book is that some of the problems of the child
alone do not really fit the pattern of solitary vs. group play: being afraid of barking
dogs, for example, and the fact that the other two are apparently siblings (at least
they appear once in twin beds, comforting each other at the advent of strange night
noises) is not-as are the other situations-a circumstance over which the lonely
child has any control.
Spier, Peter. Gobble, Growl, Grunt; illus. by Peter Spier. Doubleday, 1971. 39p. $4.95.
Few small children can resist a book whose pages are filled with engaging,
Ad realistic drawings of animals. The animals' names and the sounds they make-more
2-4 or less-are the only text, the pages crowded with pictures of life forms that are in
yrs. such groupings as farm animals, aquatic animals, etc. although the groups are some-
times mixed. As a book for learning sounds, this is of dubious value, but the labels
help in indentification and the book is one that preschool children can use alone
after they are once familiar with it. Some of the illustrations are humorous, all are
attractive.
Srivastava, Jane Jonas. Computers; illus. by James and Ruth McCrea. T. Y. Crowell, 1972.
33p. $3.75.
A specialist in elementary school mathematics education introduces the young
R reader to the computer, explaining its units, the role of the programmer, the feed-
24 ing of data and the use of a flowchart. The latter gives instructions for "counting
giraffes met on the way to school," an example of the light style of writing. The
text serves adequately to explain a complicated subject, not going into the subject
of the binary system or giving too much detail about computer languages.
Stevenson, James. The Bear Who Had No Place to Go; written and illus. by James Stevenson.
Harper, 1972. 47p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.79 net.
Although his nights were lonely, Ralph was reasonably contented with his life as
R a circus bear. Then came the blow: despite his prowess at bicycle-riding, Ralph was
K-3 dismissed, his place to be taken by a seal that played a horn. Rejected and alone,
Ralph tried to find work and friends, but there seemed no place for him until he
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came to a wild-life community. The animals proved to be more hospitable than
people Ralph had met in towns and cities, and they were most complimentary
when they saw his bicycle act. Ralph decided to stay. He even agreed to give
hibernation a try. And when we leave our engaging hero, he is emerging into the
spring sunshine in his striped pajamas, shouting eagerly, " . . . I just woke up! Wait
for me!" Bland, tender, and ingenuous, a picture book that is written with wit and
drawn with affection.
Stevenson, Janet. The Montgomery Bus Boycott, December, 1955; American Blacks De-
mand an End to Segregation; illus. with photographs. Watts, 1971. 64p. $3.95.
Every authoritative history of the civil rights struggle includes an account of the
R boycott that began with Rosa Parks' refusal to give up her seat on a segregated bus
6-9 in Montgomery, Alabama in 1955. Few go into such meticulous detail in describing
the planning of the boycott, the personalities involved, and the harassment, both
with legal technicalities and illegal means, of the black population. An important
piece of black history is made vivid in a book that neither embroiders nor over-
dramatizes the dramatic events. An index is appended.
Stiles, Martha Bennett. Dougal Looks for Birds; illus. by Iris Schweitzer. Four Winds, 1972.
38p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.88 net.
As his parents did, Dougal went bird-watching equipped with binoculars. They
R were, he was told, especially stalking the great blue heron, but what Dougal saw was
K-3 a parakeet. "There are no wild parakeets hereabouts, dear," his mother said, and his
father said, "Wipe your lenses." Dougal then saw a beginner bird-a bird no ex-
perienced birdwatcher can find in any bird book (illustration shows a yellow bird
bearing a large "B" on its breast). The mixture of realism and whimsy in text and
illustration (not in scale but adequate for identification) is palatable, and the humor
of the style is appealing, as is the vindication of our hero, who both encounters a
great blue heron and catches a parakeet that has escaped from a little girl who had
taken it along on a picnic.
Stolz, Mary Slattery. Leap Before You Look. Harper, 1972. 259p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library
ed. $5.11 net.
Fourteen-year-old Jimmie (Janine) sits alone amid the Christmas litter and looks
R back over the past unhappy year in which her parents have been divorced. She had
6-9 been aware of the hostility between them, especially in the way her mother seemed
either to withdraw or to quarrel, but found it agonizing to face the loss of her
father and the move to her maternal grandmother's home. Much of the story is
concerned with Jimmie's concern for issues, her relationship with her friends, her
first love affair, and her love for her small brother, and the story is therefore
balanced and realistic. The characterizations and relationships are excellent, the
development perceptive, so that when Jimmie, alone on Christmas morning, decides
to telephone her father (whose marriage she has resented) it is an adjustment
arrived at gradually and convincingly.
Streatfeild, Noel. Beyond the Vicarage. Watts, 1972. 214p. $4.95.
A sequel to A Vicarage Family and On Tour, this third autobiographical novel is
R written, as were the first two, in third person and covers the time of World War II.
8- Victoria, the protagonist, comes back from a stage career in Australia to help settle
family affairs and becomes immersed in the war effort and in her new career of
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writing. The story is vivid both as a personal document and as a picture of wartime
England; the characters are vividly alive, the events dramatic, the writing style rich
and humorous.
Sutcliff, Rosemary. Heather, Oak, and Olive; illus. by Victor Ambrus. Dutton, 1972. 120p.
$4.95.
Three tales of ancient times, each different in setting and all compelling, are told
R by a master storyteller who is also an excellent historian. The period details are
5-8 vivid but do not overburden the stories, the structure is deft and sturdy, the
characters strong. In "The Chiefs Daughter," a boy who has been a captive since an
unsuccessful assault by Irish raiders is set free by Nessan, the daughter of the clan
chief, whose friendship for the Irish lad is stronger than her fear of being offered as
a sacrifice to the Black Mother in his place. Britain during the Roman occupation is
the setting for the second tale, in which an older man lets a young soldier take
credit for his own valorous deed. A third tale of ancient times is set in Greece,
where two lads forget their differences, Saprtan versus Athenian, to become friends;
the dramatic tale has a poignancy that is relevant to youth and war in any time. The
black and white illustrations, handsome in themselves, echo the dignity and the
romanticism of Rosemary Sutcliff's writing.
Taylor, Florance W. What Is a Migrant? illus. by George Overlie. Lerner, 1971. 26p. $3.95.
The mitigating quality of an otherwise dull and stiffly written book is in its
M presentation to readers of the migrant worker as a dignified contributor to the
4-5 society. Information is contrivedly larded into a story about Felipe, a fifth-grader
who has just come to Illinois from Texas and who meets prejudice on the part of a
classmate. The principal calls Felipe and Karen into her office, reads Karen a lecture
when she calls the boy a "filthy Mexican migrant," and explains that he is Texas-
born, obviously clean, and "migrant" just as Karen is: he has come from one place
to another. This does not really describe the hard life of most migrant workers or
the conditions in which they are forced to live; the instant-understanding of the
ending is a final artificial note.
Thompson, Eileen. The Golden Coyote; illus. by Richard Cuffari. Simon and Schuster, 1971.
128p. $4.95.
The coyote pup that Little Otter found and trained had to be kept a secret, since
Ad the Pueblo people found coyotes a nuisance. Little Otter needed the pup to love,
4-6 however; his mother was from another tribe and had never been accepted, nor did
the boy himself feel fully accepted. The golden coyote is set free to join her kind,
and Little Otter's mother is forgiven her alien origin when she devises a plan to
outwit a raiding Navajo party-both rather patterned solutions to a problem not
infrequently found in children's books. The strength of The Golden Coyote lies in
the detailed picture it gives of the way of life in an ancient pueblo society and in
the establishment of convincing relationships among the characters, not drawn with
depth, but convincingly real.
Underwood, Betty. The Tamarack Tree; illus. by Bea Holmes. Houghton, 1971. 230p. $4.95.
A story built on the case ofPrucence Crandall's persecution by the townspeople
R who resented the inclusion of black students in her seminary. Canterbury, Connec-
6-9 ticut was not ready, in 1833, to accept this, and its reaction precluded the atten-
dance of a white girl who had come there and expected to attend. Bernadette had
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come to stay with the Fry family preparatory to attending Oberlin College, and her
sympathy for Miss Crandall and her pupils was awakened by indignation when she
learned that a sick girl had been refused medicine by a storekeeper. Bernadette's
impulsive trip to the school to bring medicine leads to a friendship between her and
one of the students. She brings Miriam home one day after she has been stoned by
hostile boys, and finds that her foster mother, an abolitionist, is sympathetic and
helpful. Her foster father is not, and Bernadette becomes even more aware of the
subservient role of women as well as of the terrible injustice of prejudice against
black people. The story moves with good pace, the characters are convincing, the
historical material accurate and the fictional material realistic; the book gives,
within its small frame of locale, a clear and vivid picture of the conflicting attitudes
of the times.
Van Loon, Hendrik Willem. The Story of Mankind; addenda by Edward C. Prehn et al.
Liveright, 1972. 579p. illus. $8.95.
Four contributors, two of whom are listed as university professors in the pub-
R lisher's note, have updated this first winner of the Newbery Award. The final
8-10 sections analyze events of history through the 1960s, giving adequate coverage of
material, but occasionally generalizing: "Nobody was interested when in
1922 ... when this same Benito Mussolini became 'Dictator' of Italy, Americans
simply said, 'Thank goodness, now the Italian trains will run on time.' " The writing
is adequate but lacks the warm informality that enlivens the original book; how-
ever, the addenda do not detract from it and they give useful information.
Van Stockum, Hilda. Penengro. Farrar, 1972. 212p. illus. $4.95.
A story of contemporary gypsy life in Ireland is valuable for the realistic and
Ad sympathetic portrayal of the cultural patterns and ethical concepts of gypsies but
5-7 marred by some stock characters and a note of sentimentality particularly evident
in the ending. Twelve-year-old Rory O'Malley has run away from his adoptive
parents because they insist on calling him by the name of their dead son and
molding him in the other boy's image. The gypsies take him in, dye his red hair so
that the police will not pick him up, and admit Rory into their close-knit lives,
renaming him Penengro. An Irish graduate student who plays a Lady Bountiful role
in the story falls in love with Penengro's hero, the leader of the gypsies-but neither
can give up his own world, and the two separate, the woman taking Rory home to
live with her brother and her, since she is about to begin a teaching career at Dublin
University. The simplicity of the gypsies' lives is appealing, the plot is adequate, the
writing style vigorous and smooth although perhaps overlarded with gypsy terms
obtrusively used in dialogue.
Wheelock, John Hall. In Love and Song; wood engravings by Stefan Martin. Scribner, 1971.
127p. $4.95.
"A poem is what happens when a poet rediscovers, for himself, the reality we
R have lost sight of because, to use Shelley's metaphor, it has been overlaid by the veil
7- of familiarity," the poet writes in his preface. In this collection of some of his
work, the depth and variety of Wheelock's poetry is evident; although there is some
humor, most of the poems are serious, lyric, revelatory, conservative in form,
percipient in their commentary on the world's beauty and pain, on love and youth
and age. Handsome wood engravings precede each of the five sections; a first line
index is appended.
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Reading for Parents
To order any of the items listed here, please write directly to the publisher of the item, not
to the BULLETIN of the Center for Children's Books.
Evans, Verda. "The Mystery as Mind-Stretcher." English Journal, April, 1972.
Expectations 1971, an annual Braille anthology of current children's literature, is available
free to any blind child in grades three to six. Write Betty Kalagian, 741 N. Vermont
Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90029.
Griese, Arnold. "Ann Nolan Clark-Building Bridges of Cultural Understanding." Elementary
English, May, 1972.
Larrick, Nancy. "Will Children Still Read Children's Books?" Publishers' Weekly, April 10,
1972, Part II.
Moisett, Lloyd. "The Age of Television and the Television Age." Peabody Journal of
Education, January, 1971.
Mountain, Lee Harrison. "Telling Parents About Transformational Grammer." Elementary
English, May, 1972.
Moss, Judith. "Death in Children's Literature." Elementary English, April, 1972.
National Education Association. How Fair Are Your Children's Textbooks? $1.50 per
package of 30 copies. Order #051-02228, from N.E.A. Publications- Sales Section 104.
1201 Sixteenth St. N.W. Washington, D.C. 20036.
Ungaro, Daniel. "The Twain Do Meet!" Elementary English, May, 1972. Describes parent
participation in a reading program in Greece.

